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EDITORIAL*
WHY LAW REVIEWS?
With the opening of the courts, the return of the profession
to active practice, and the consequent responsibilities of research
and brief-writing, we believe it not unfitting that some thought
be given to one of the least appreciated and least valued of legal
research aids-the Law Review.
Why law reviews? What service do the nation's 151 legal
journals, sponsored by law schools, bar associations, legal fraternities, and commercial organizations perform for the profession ?
What conditions in the closely related economic and legal worlds
have made for the new interest in law journals, for their
unprecedented growth and development?
The answers are not far to seek. In a period -when economic
theories run rampant, when a superabundance of legislative
enactments and judicial edicts have made individual analysis
of laws and decisions impossible, a natural demand for authoritative opinion and counsel has arisen.
The organs of such opinion and counsel are the legal periodicals. As Dr. John T. Vance, Law Librarian of the Library of
Congress, 1has stated:
"The frequent changes in legal systems, the immediate importance
of problems of government, the vital significance of current legislation
and opinion, necessitate a medium of expression more immediate than
the book, more adequate than the newspaper. That medium. is the
Zegal perioeica7. It furnishes a means for the exposition and critical
analysis of the various phases of recent enactments, for the discussion of proposed measures, and the indication of the general trend of
juridical thought."

A book once put between hard covers requires, with each
passing day, further emendation, and in a relatively short period
of time becomes worthless as an expression of the contemporary
point of view. Not so the legal periodical! Constant and recurrent publication make for a resilient and flexible outlook. Each
change in the legal scene demanding clarification and exposition
finds the legal periodical, alone, in a position to offer analysis
-prompt, concise, yet authoritative.
*Current Legal Thought, Oct., 1937.
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Th~e first articles dealing with such practical legal developments as Corporate Reorganizations and its attendant problems,
the New Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, State procedural
changes, "Heart-Balm" legislation, the Robinson-Patman Act,
Fair Trade legislation, the Undistributed Profits Tax, and others,
came to the profession via the law review.
Notwithstanding this great advantage over texts, the law
reviews have been looked at askance, at times, by the average
practitioner because their direction, in the main, has been in the
hands of the law teacher.
Yet twelve years ago, so eminent a jurist as Judge Learned
Hand recognized these same law teachers as "the only body
which can be relied upon to state a doctrine with a complete
knowledge of its origin, its authority, and its meaning."
When it is remembered further, that the texts upon which
every lawyer depends for the solution of his cases have as their
authors such men as Ames, Beale, Bogert, Borchard, Bohlen,
Gray, Langdell, Mechem, Wigmore and Williston, to name but
a few, and that all were "professors" who wrote or are stll
writing for these law reviews, certainly the "ivory tower" legend
merits no further consideration.
Law reviews have found their place in the sun. They are
being cited in aJI jurisdictions and are used to annotate text
books and Federal and State Codes, but to bring their utility
closer home, they make the lawyer conversant with contemporary
thought on legal problems, acquaint him with significant current
decisions, and keep him informed of projected reforms and
undertakings like the restatements of the law. Most important
of all, perhaps, they are mines for the brief writer, furnishing
ideas as well as citations. The judge is benefited in much the
same ways. He is aided in "finding the law," in ascertaining
the state of informed opinion on disputed questions of law and
social policy, and in giving written reasons for hs decisions.
To scholars engaged in the preparation of fexts, the law review
material sheds much light on contended points of theory and
reinforces established opinion. The forward-looking attorney,
the judge, the serious author, all recognize its practical value.
The legal periodicals have not lacked well-wishers, and many
extracts might be quoted proclaiming their merit. Mr. Justice
Cardozo's use of them is well known and his statement, "I have
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found law review articles of conspicuous utility in the performance of my judicial duties" bears witness of his high regard.
Of particular interest, because of its reference to one aspect
of the manifold service we, of Current Legal Thought, attempt
to perform, is Mr. Chief Justice Robert von Aloschzisker's comment:
"In the course of my judicial work, I constantly use articles in
the numerous American law reviews, and find them most helpful,
particularly when I am not able to get a lead elsewhere. We have an
i diex of such material in our court library . . . making available a
series of these articles which constitute the best kind of briefs on legal
subjects of general interest."

The law review no longer needs defending. It has taken its
place as a recognized and respected organ of authoritative legal
opinion, and asks only for a more widespread and consistent use
by the profession.

